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THE HEALTH CONDITIONS IN MY COMMUNITY HI THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY
CHAPTER I.
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Healthy living is one of the important factors
which seriously attempts to make knowledge a basis
for action and to focus the discussion up on such
practical conduct of life as will conduce to the
maintainance of a maximum of personal vigor and to an
alert cooperation in all community movements for the
protection of the public health.
Health education should be positive not negative
in emphasis. It should stress the splendor of health,
not the fear of disease, and it should avoid morbid
medical details. It should be practical and concrete.
It should—all of it—focus on conduct of life, on the
formation of health habits, in home, school, and com
munity in general.
On the other hand health education should have a
definite and satisfying intellectual content $ it means
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more "than a routine drill in health habits. It must
establish sound conception of the human machine and
its operation up on which intelligent future health
habits can be based. Finally health education should
at all possible points correlate with all phases of
life with school curriculum and with education in so
cial responsibility and citizenship.
The problems which follow each chapter have been
derived to arouse independent-thought and to cultivate
interest in the application of health knowledge to
every day experience. In order to fully understand
the problem which the writer attempts to selve, the
first step will be to define the terms of the same.
Definition of Terms:- Health is defined in Mr. Webster*e
New International dictionary and in the encyclopedia as
a condition of physical soundness, or as condition in
which the organism discharges its functions efficiently.
The word "health" is derived from the Old English word
"haelth", the condition of being safe and sound. Today
in the mind of most people health has this historic
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meaning and Is considered merely as freedom from dis
ease.

Health my be defined, therefore, as the quality

of life that renders the individual fit to live most
and to serve best1.
In speaking of conditions, the writer is referring
to the stare of being or circumstances as to health in
v

Weslaco, Texas, a small irrigated section located near
the borders of tne country, Mexico.
The Rio Grande Valley is low land, drained by the
Rio Grande River, which separates Texas from Mexico.
It is noted as a fruit and vegetable growing region,
r

allowing small irrigated farms and small villages more
like those in California, than in the South. The popu
lation density is therefore higher and community areas
small in this district.
Community is considered as a collection of neigh
borhoods with social interaction of the group and its
institution in a local area in which that group lives on
dispersed farms and in hamlets or villages which form
the center of their common activities .
TI3
(2)

William, Jessie, Hygiene an£ gflqtofttiga.
p. 22.
Sanderson, D., The Rural Community. Ginn
and Company, 1932. p. 481.

I

Realizing the community is responsible for the
health welfare of its participants, I find it necessary
to make a thorough investigation of Weslaco as to health
conditions.
In planning this book the writer seeks to present
the essential present day knowledge of personal and com
munity health with in available time and space limitation
and with enough anatomy, psychology, and other under
lying sciences to clarify and support the health teaching
ana health activities in the community of Weslaco, Texas.
Mr. William said, "One way to health is through the path
of wholesome activities'^.
Remember: Our health takes its color from the things
that surround us. If these are clean and healthful, then
to keep us well, our clothing, our beds, our school rooms,
our play grounds, our house, its back yard, the sheets
upon which we sleep, the streets upon which we walk, the
stores that supply us with food and clothes, all must be
kept clean in order that we may avoid diseases.
In order to stimulate community health pride, it is
CI3

William, Jessie F., flygjqns
p. 52.

gapitation,
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necesaury that one seek information which is gained from
health survey, froe vital statistics, and £txm ccanlty
health records*

8<ck of every health effort, there

must he ede Hate and available funta supplied eitxier by
public authority or private individuals. Those in the
community should work for cooperation and teem work at
all existin agencies*

Their aim should he to encour.- ge

the interest and enthusiasm of the citizen in the com
munity.
Prcrn a health view point, a paternalistic form of
government can accomplish wonders«

While sanitary defects

c nnot he corrected by decree, th^p can he greatly dis»
cour& :ed by lews creating mouer&tely severe fines for
offenses against Sanitation*
Ourin * the past few years activities in the community
in which the writer lives, have been stimulated and ef
forts have been racie in widely scattered localities to in
crease the efficiency of the various health agencies
\ through the organization of community health centers, m
Better Health Clubs, The Bed Cross, and Health Programs*
The Hee<i:-Moreover, every individual should deem it nee—
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essaz^y to develop healthful environments. There can be
no question as to the responsibility of the community
for the health of its citizens. While the extent of
this responsibility may be debatable, the fact remains
that, to a certain degree the health of the individual
is dependent upon the community conditions and environ
ment. It can be influenced only by public control. If
the community fails to safe guard the health of the
public then other sources as insurances, medical service,
and the like will have to be considered as a means of
securing better health. This can be done through public
health centers. Mr. Burnnam gives ten reasons why every
community should establish the health centers ana support
themj they are as follows:1
1. It promotes community health; your own safety de
pends on healthful surroundings.
2. It reduces the loss of income caused by sickness;
earning power rests on health.
3. It decreases infant mortality.
4. It fosters health education; one school child out
(1) Burnham, Athel C., The Community Health Problem.
p. 105.
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of two is defective; three out of four have defective
teeth.
5. It reduces labor turn-over, making fewer hands
to train.
6. It mobilizes the forces of public health.
7. It increases wealth.

A healthy community is a

good banking community.
8. It prevents epidemics.
9. It protects the home; a healthy home produces a
more efficient worker; a more contented citizen.
10. Public health is purchasable; a community to a
large extent c- n determine its own death rate.

*
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THE HEALTH CONDITIONS IN MY COMMUNITY IN THE RIG GRANDE
VALLEY
CHAPTER II.
L I M I T A T I O N
' •"
""""
I shall now attempt to discuss the extent of expos
ure with reference

to the housing conditions of the occu

pants of the community.

"The finest things in life can

seldom be measured by a tape line or weighed by a pair of
scales.

No serious scientist can determine how much is

added to human happiness by the fragrance of a rose, the
beauty of the sunset, or the glory of the stars.

In like

manner, poets and painters have exhausted their talents
in trying' to portray the meaning of home"1.

From the

above statement, we find that home is the cradle of all
civilization.
The homes of the Negroes in Weslaco, Texas, are on
a whole, two and three rooms in size; about seventy—five
percent screen their doors and windows, while the rest do
not.
As one knows proper lighting of the home is essential
(1) Kill, H. C., Community Life and Civic Problems.
p. 24S.
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to good eyes.

About eighty-five percent of the homes

are lighted with kerosene lamps and about fifteen per
cent use electricity.
Due to the fact that sixty-five percent of the
people have fair employment, the problem of clothing
is not an ©cute one. , The

iris and boys are checked

daily at school for cleanliness to see that they do not
wear improper shoes .and suitable clothing, r
Another of the essential assets to health is the
proper amount of sleep and ventilation in bed rooms.
Nearly ten percent of the six year old boys are accus
tomed to retiring as late as ten o'clock, and fifteen
percent of the ten year old boys are up until twelve
o'clock nightly.

The time lost in this way cannot be

made up in the morning because of the disturbance of
parents by early rising of parents, and getting to
school at a given hour.

Even the families who set a

reasonably early hour for the children to retire usually
permit so many irregularities t h a t , as one writer put i t ,
"the law is more observed in the breach than the per
formance."

I shall attempt later to tabulate the ven-
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tilating conditions found among the Negroes and uhe
Mexicans as they are closely settled in this community.
The Mexican dwellers are somewhat like the Indian
in one respect} they live in tents, dirt houses, and
srfell one and two room huts. Such people are not care
ful about the way in which they dispose of their waste.
They either drop it on the ground near their tents or
throw it in the alleys. They rarely make an effort to
get rid of it so as to not cause ill health. Here the
problem of waste disposal is to be solved.
There is probably no section of the country where
crowding is less common than in this proportion of the
country. Of the 1,692 inhabitants who make up this
community, about thirty-two percent of the children among
the Negro and Mexican children have bed rooms to them
selves, while about sixteen percent share the sleeping
room with two other persons, and nine percent with three
or more persons. The following table reveals the bed
room ventilation of the 1,000 pupils for the different
ages;
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TABLi- I.
Open Air

(Percent)

More than
one Window
Open
(Percent)

40.6

43.8

12.5

3.1

7

38.0

52.6

8.0

1.5

8

28.5

58.1

9.3

4.1

9

28.4

50.2

18.1

3.3

10

24.6

57.8

14.5

3.1

11

26.0

66.4

14.5

3.1

12

IS.6

63.5

13.6

3.3

13

16.6

63.0

16.6

4.8

14

10.2

66.6

20.8

2.4

15

14.0

69.0

14.6

2.4

16

5.2

67.8

25.0

2.0

17

6.5

70.4

18.5

4.6

18

2.5

78.0

17.0

2.5

No Windows
Open

One Win
dow Open

(Percent)
6

Age

(Percent)

The first column shows that the number sleeping practically
without ventilation is much smaller in later years.

This is

no doubt partly the result of hygiene instruction in the
school room.
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Any teacher who will go to the slight trouble nec
essary to make a sleep survey in the school will find
enough, not only to astonish her, out to give her some
valuable suggestions for the teaching of practical hy
giene, In this case was found that forty-seven percent
of these sleeping with no window open was sharing the
bed room with at least two others.
The sanitary conditions of the school in Weslaco,
Texas is just fair. Fewer things are of greater concern
to any community than water, although water has always
been a minor problem in this case since the water is
piped to the schools with sanitary drinking fountains•
The food supply in this place is about like that of any
oth< r small town of its size. The school does not have
a cafeteriaj thus, the pupils eat cold lunches that are
'brought from their homes. Some of the children come long
ways to school. These cold lunches are not nearly so
nourishing and stimulating as hot plate lunches.
The school location is an elevated situation; there
fore, the drainage is good. In school and in the homes
are found dry toilets.

About ninety percent of the resi-
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dents use dry surface toilets which are not screened
and boxed as they should be. Here we find the problem
of dealing with flies which use these toilets for
breeding places. The problem of waste is quite acute.
The school and homes do not have sewage; thus, waste is
carried away and burned in an incinerator. For further
information, the writer shall give in brief the methods
of collecting this data used in solving the problems of
health found in Weslaco, Texas.

*•
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THE HEALTH CONDITIONS IN MY COMMUNITY IN THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY
CHAPTER III.
METHODS OP COLLECTING DATA

leader the direction of a supervisor of the high
school in Wealaco, a faculty health committee was ap
pointed to study school problems of health And to con
sider the health needs of individual in the school and
community at large, to analyze and to integrate the en
tire program, and in general to guide the administra
tion in its health policies. This committee was organ
ized with the instructors in health and physical edu
cation, the directors of student teaching, the physi
cian, the nurse, the dietitian, the instructor of psy
chology, and the librarian as members.
This cooaaittee has brought about important changes
for the betterment of living conditions of students
for the improvement of their regimen of living.
A careful follow-up program was instituted. Living
conditions were investigated and evaluated. Lighting
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was found to be unsatisfactory, especially for nightstudy. A study of the living conditions in the homes
of v'eslaco, where the residents live shoved that indi
vidual beds were not in all instances provided when
two students occupied the same room.
The unique strength of the present health program
at Wesl&co lies in the fact that there is a consistent
coordination of theory practice in the white and Mexi
can school. In order to interpret to the home the
value of the work of the coimaitT.ee and get acquainted
with parents and with the home background of indivi
duals, a P. T» A. is held during the school year—the
mothers arrive on Friday, share the rooms with their
daughters and follow through the plan of dally schedule
in the school rooms for the students. This gives the
mothers an opportunity to see the accommodations and
services provided for the normal school students, to
meet the instructors and learn about their aims, and at
the same time, the members of the faculty meet these
parents and learn something about the students* background and personalities. The student interviews the
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f

teachers in charge of the grades, visits the class, con
sults the health records of the pupils, and confers with
other students who have taught in this particular grade.
Thus, he learns of the health conditions of the school
and grounds, the water and toilets facilities, the num
ber of under nourished children etc. With this infor
mation of background of study and aid, the committee was
able to base their health work with children on their
individual and collective needs as well as get a fair
knowledge of the community as a whole.
********
***
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THE HEALTH CONDITIONS IN MY COMMUNITY IN THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY

CHAPTER IV.
13 IT VALID
It, is easy to understand that every one who wants to
do active physical work must have health. Did you ever
stop to think that the artist, the musician, the teacher',
and the business man need health quite as much? Edward
Simmons, one of America*s greatest painters, writes in his
autobiography: MIt is important, peihaps even more, for an
artist than a person of another- class, to keep himself
in training. It is necessary that he take himself in hand
early in life and learn about his body. In my own case,
I was practically an invalid up to the age of 30, when I
made up my mind to overcome my ailments. Artistic efforts
need a tremendous acount of vitality back of them to carry
them out—learn your limitations and you can correct them
before hand".
Health aims to keep one fit for life. Physical fit(1) Turner, C. E. and Collins, G. B., Cleanliness and
Health. D, C. Heath and Company,
Dallas, Texas. 1932. p. 3.
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ness is a magic token which helps to open for you the
doors to happiness, success and joyful service*

It adds

to all pleasure life and enables you to enter into .your
work and piny with confidence an. vigor. Sometimes we
speak of health as being a gift, but it is not wholly
that.

It is what Nature gives you plus what you give

yourself.
The whole public health movement'—world wide in
scope—having passed, as Professor Winslow of Yale Uni
versity points out, through a stage of municipal house
cleaning and a stage of bacteriology, is now entering
the stage of health education.

An environment and food

supply decently clean, and communicable disease quite
accurately and promptly diagnosed and isolated have
quite generally been accomplished in the civilized por
tions of the world. The remaining problem is the educa
tion of each individual to the importance and practica
bility of both community and personal efforts to main
tain each individual not only free of disabling disease,
but positively ana abundantly healthy. ^
The American public health association stated in
Tl5

Imily, D. F., A college Text Book of Hygiene.
p. 6-7.
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1920 that "it will be possible even without further < {Mi
lieus to cur knowledge of the cause sad prevention of
disease, but simply by the application of knowledge ai
re? dy gained and as yet unapp lied to ado at least twentyfive years to the span of life within the next fifty
years. Thus, the span of life in 1920, in this country,
was 55 years. The mature period of each individuals life
will thus be considerably lengthened.
12—g Irainate Deaths In the study of the health of
the

ll€grot

Louis I* Dublin, Statistician of the Metropoli

tan Life Insurance Company, makes the statement to the ef
fect that, "A remarkable decline in that the mortality of
the Negro has taken place less than two decades. In 1S11,
the mortality of the colored industrial policy holders of
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company was 17.6 per 1,000.
In 13a7, the death of these insured lie roes had declined
to 14 per 1,C00, which represents a drop of approximately
20 per cent for this period". He points out that this De
cline was due to the reduction in deaths for the period
in tuberculosis, pneumonia, typhoid fever, and malaria.
3e also expresses the belief that the unfavorable mortality
rates of the Negro, as compared with the white,arc not due
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to any inherit weakness of the race, but to unfavorable

environmental conditions.-*•
This shows that sanitary conditions in the sleeping
room will go a long ways in clearing up the erroneous
idea that Negroes are inherently weaker than other races.

**************

*•

II) Sturges, C., Opportunity for Medical Education-of
the Negrpes.

p. 306.

\
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THE HEALTH CONDITIONS IN MY COMMUNITY IN THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY
CHAPT'ER V.

THE OBJECTIVES

One of the most important objectives of this discus
sion is the forming of health habits which should be the
fundamental aim in teaching health.

If properly trained

in health habits, a child will naturally acquire a feeling
of disgust when asked to swop guia or food, or to drink
from the same cup that has been passed around.

It should

"be the objective of the community in general to teach or
see that every girl and boy is trained to give first aid.
It is a mistake on the part of the parents and teachers
to dwell on diseases rather than health.

By continually

talking about diseases rather than health the pupils tend
to have a morbid state of mind.

Cleanliness of hair, teeth,

eyes, ears, nose, and skin should be emphasized.
a great need for repeated instruction on bathing.

There is
Elimi

nation of waste is also necessary for healthy bodies.
Cleanliness in the school room as putting hands over
mouth to cough, not spitting on the floor, putting all
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waste paper in the basket provided for that purpose, and
having clean hands to handle the text-hooks with, should
be emphasized.
Good posture, proper amount of sleep, and rest, all
to be carried over into the home.
To establish the principles of sanitation, the local
departments should be upheld by the state department
through health education or publicity work. This would
serve to increase their efficiency by developing a local
sense of pride and responsibility. There should also be
established a minimum standard below which no community
may f&H.^ 'Thether it be with regard to the infant mor
tality rate, the percentage of industrial diseases, the
imperfect birth registrations, or adulterated drugs and
food, this minimum standard should still exist.
These are best indicated by a sanitary code or set
of regulations which should be distributed widely, so
that local communities can realize when they can seek
protection or support through the state health department,
ft! Broadhurst, Jean, Home qnd Community Hygjqne,
p, 384,
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For example, communities have suffered for years the
dangerous and annoying resulx-s of improper kept alleys
or broken sewers that empty into adjoining, waters
above low-tide levels, not knowing the State could and
would protect them.
Epidemics such as diphtheria and measles may be
prevented ty prompt exclusion of the causes.

Sometimes

schools are closed, but oft times the epidemic spreads
despite the closing of schools.

Perhaps the spread is

caused by milk or some other factor.
be determined and eliminated.

This cause should

It is of little use to

close the school, if the children are still intimately
associated in playground, Sunday school, or settlement
classes.
When possible the school equipment should be indi
vidual, that is,pencils, books, and towels.

Articles nec

essarily used in common should be of the type least like
ly to convey infection.(smooth surface, washable, etc.)
Basins should be kept clean.

Drinkin

fountains should

be submitted for common drinking cups, unless individual
cups and make sure their use is limited to the individual
owner.

The beet types of fountains are those which do not

/
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allow the mouth to touch the metl and which do not allow
the water once in contact with the mouth to settle back
on the fountain.
There are many other factors or situations that in
terfere directly with the mental progress of the pupil
and which predispose him to disease.

These situations

or conditions include such widely varying factors as in
adequate limiting, heating and ventilation, incorrect
posture, and definite physical defects such as adenoids.
These physical defects such as adenoids and all Hie others
should be corrected, or at least considered in the educa
tional scheme.

*
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THE HEALTH CONDITIONS IN MY COMMUNITY IN THE RIO GRANDE
VALLEY
CHAPTER VI.
R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

It is indeed an excellent plan to make the acquain
tance of the parents in a community as soon as school hegins. The cooperation of the parents is to be enlisted
to improve the health conditions.
There is a need for an active parents teachers as
sociation making a closer union between the teacher and
the parents and the home and the school.

Some of the

achievements of the P. T. A. in connection with health
education are*
1. It provides educational courses for mothers.
2. Better methods of Sanitation are taught.
3. Ideals are lifted at home.
4. Medical and dental inspiration are introduced.
Parents my cooperate with the health habits taught
by the teacho* to the children.

If the parents do not

help the children carry out these habits at home, the
value is lost.

-26-

School Health Program: In continuing our study of
health program and how to relieve the present situation
in Weslaco, I have borrowed the one outline by Kulcinski in his Chapter on "Physical Education and Health
Progress".

He states that the program outlined is merely

suggestive.
Physical education should be given everyday.

The

program as outlined provides for the young and older
group.
During the morning period, the younger group should
be under the direct supervision of the teacher. In the
afternoon, the younger group is under the supervision of
a pupil, and the older group under the supervision of
the teacher.

Instruction should be given to the group

on Mondays. The leaders should be changed every two or
three weeks. This offers training for the pupil, helps
the teacher, and improves discipline^.
The program is:
9:00 - 9:10 Opening of school-openii^ exercises,
health inspection.
10: 00 - 10:05 Five minutes relief drill stories,
plays, rhythmic plays, marching

TIT Hoffman,

Modernized Teachin in Rural Schools.
Chapter IV. p. 41-42.
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10:25 - 10:40 Recess for toilet and drink.
12:00 - 12:15 Lunch.
12:15 - 12:25 Older pupils who act as leaders are in
structed.
12:25 - 12:45 Rhythmic plays, calisthenics.
2:25 - 2:40

Fifteen minutes play period, organized
games.

In city schools a course of study makes -he work much
easier as it is a graded course.
In the rural no course is given as after the teacher
stays in one community only a few months and leaves no
record of che work.
A good course of study is needed in order that the
work given need not be repeated or become boresome •

This

is the situation with reference to health education.
Disposing of Waste: I shall now turn your attention
to some facts necessary for the improvement in housing
facilities in Weslaco, Texas.

This being a hot country,

the houses should he shaded from too much sun, with plenty
of space about it for out of doors work and play.

Of

course plenty of windows to let light ana air inside are
needed.
There should be a good system of waste disposal and
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a good natural drainage system.

The drainage made of

sam and gravel soils is much better than that of clay.
The refuse material which is at all times bein<5
formed in various ways and places, of various kinds of
work,that has to be carried on in the house,nearly all
produces more or less waste matter.

Thinking for in

stance of the water which has been used to wash the
dishes, the floor, the windows, the wood work, and so
on, we have refuse material being formed.

Too, there

are ashes which are formed by the burning of wood and
coal.

In almost every house clothes are made or mended

and there are hosting and scraps left after the garment
is completed.

Then have you noticed how much waste is

there which accumulates from food-stuff brought from the
field or market?

Have you thought of what becomes of

shells of eggs which have been eaten, or used for cooking?
Then, there are peelings of fruits and vegetables, the
seed stones, scales and bone that cannot be used for
food. Think next of the paper bags, the boxes and tin
cans in which supplies are brought into the house.

These

are only a few of the things which make up the refuse
waste which must be got rid of in some proper manner, or

V

else the house will soon become filled with rubbish.
Much of this waste stuff which will quickly rot, if
left in tne house or on top of the ground near the
house and in the alleys is almost certain to become a
source of disease to someone.
There is another waste like iron, bottles, tins,
ashes, and paper that will not decay or decompose; this
form of material is called inorganic because it never
had any life.

It is harmful to health in that it ac

cumulates or collects dust and harbors filth of all
sort . The organic food should be burned daily and the
inorganic such as ashes could be used as fertilizer and
to fill in low places, while the tin, bottles, and uhe
like can be used for toy staking.

All of this has a

tendency to get rid of flies which are very bold and
daring.
Since there is no sewage in xhe Weslaco Community
to carry away the kitchen waste ana laboratory filth, I
further recormaend that the waste be collected and burned
daily.
Pit and Vault Privies: In this method of sewage,
privy vaults should be made inaccessable to rats and
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anfi chickens as well as flies.

Deep, "tightly built vaults

keep out rats and other animals, but they are impossible
to clean}properly protected pit privies are now considered
preferable| because the house can be moved tc new positions
and the pit covered with less nuisance than attends
cleaning the permanent vaults.

Rets frequent such earth

pits more commonly than most people realize} therefore,
unless the house is properly protected, food may be thus
contaminated.
The privy house itself should be fly proof; this de
mands careful attention to cracks arid ventilators anc,
special contrivances for automatically closing the doors
and seat covers.

Where possible, the ordinary privy

should be turned into a septic privy.

*********
***
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CHAPTER VII.
A F F I S D I X

The condition of health as already presented is but
one part of the great subject, "Community Health". The
latter has grown in recent years aim st beyond the grasp
of even professional students ox public health itself.
Great governmental bodies, all sorts of association com
mittees and societies are struggling with its various
phases, not as yet with complete success.
To give the reader whose interests are in some one
or other of the allied subject© rather titan in the sub
ject as a whole such a compact point of public health, as
may serve to orientate him better in his own field, can
not but be helpful.
Again teacher© of hygiene are frequently expected
to teach more than is technically included under this
term, because the practical administration of health
principles bring up in the field inevitable contacts with
allied field©. Then it is we who classify knowledge,
not nature} in nature hygiene and sanitation, preventive
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medicine and epidemiology, health, disease, and physic;*1
welfare present themselves in every problem, succeed ana
follow each other, appear and disappear in various condi
tions.
Another reason is to get before the public tne por
tion of hygiene which consists in doing for ouiei-s in
nutrition and protection-that which the study of this
problem has tried to relate on these two lines—that por
tion of hygiene known as Race Maintenance—is the great
est public duty now before every good citizen.
The race needs the technical people, hut even more,
it needs a great body of intelligent, if necessary, non
technical citizens who understand what technicalities are
for, even if they do not understand technicalities them
selves.
In speaking of conditions of health in the community,
I am largely concerned with the surroundings, the environ
ment, and people.

Very very slowly, with many a slip and

stumble, many a scar to show for early errors, mankind
has reached the point where nature is no longer a thing to
fear, no longer a thing to fight, no longer a thing to con-
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quer, even as a rebellious slave, but rather a beautiful
mother and to be studied, understood, cooperated with
literally as well as metophorically and harmful to us on
ly when we fail to understand or venture rashly into fool
ish feats.
Disease has been, longer than any other of Nature's
forces, misunderstood, fought against blindly, and combatted without real study.

Scarcely 70 years ago aid the

first real glimmering of what disease really is, strike in
to the human mind in any practical way.
Scarcely 30 years ago did the first real use of that
mew knowledge Degan to show itself in remodeling human life.
We now use the forces of disease cure and even better to
prevent disease.

We do not struggle with the universe at

large to save us fiom disease as did our ancestors.

We co

not fear or dread anytning from our skin out} only irom
out skin in can anything harm us.
The expression of up-to-date, progressive, scientilic,
public health boiled down, means attention to the individual,
ills surroundings, improving uie person as well as the premi
ses.

Caring for boys and girls along witn their building,

caring for men and women, along with the caring oi garbage

'3<je-

and waste is further expression of public health as it
exists today.

It is individual as well as environmental,

Man's great advantage over all animals is that not
only can he, like them, adjust himself to his surroundings,
but also, he very often can so control his surrounding that
he can reduce the demands they make on him for adjustment,
Man is in health if he properly adjusts himself to his
surroundings.

Death is the result of complete failure to

adjust one's self at all.
The new health is designed to secure efficient adjust
ment and to do away with disease and to reduce premature
deaths.
***********
***
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